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1. **Introduction**

To achieve the objectives of Newcastle City Council's Public Art and Placemaking Policy the following Guidelines for Implementation have been developed. The guidelines are an operational document to assist Council officers and the Public Art Advisory Committee (PAAC) to implement the Policy.

Newcastle’s future development depends more on the quality of life it can offer residents and visitors than on its traditional industrial base. Cultural resources and facilities, including public art, are important community assets creating a Newcastle specific sense of place, supporting a thriving and diversified economy and increasing the region’s attraction as a tourism destination.

Newcastle City Council therefore adopts an integrated approach to implementing its Public Art and Placemaking Policy that supports the role of public art in urban renewal, complementing urban design objectives, animating public spaces and improving the overall ‘livability’ of the city.

2. **Integration with other Council Plans and Policies**

To support the integration of public art and placemaking, public art provisions and guidelines are included in a range of Council’s key policies and plans of management including:

- Plans of Management for Public Open Space
- Development Control Plans 75 / 40
- Section 94 Contributions Plan
- Tourism Development Plan

3. **Funding the Public Art and Placemaking Program**

To encourage an integrated approach to the Public Art and Placemaking Program Council has established a number of mechanisms for funding public art and placemaking projects. Council has a % for art levy for its own capital works and through its planning tools encourages the corporate sector to contribute a similar proportion of total project costs to public art and placemaking works.

**Internal**

- Council Owned Properties
  
  All applications for development or redevelopment of Council owned properties, buildings and associated works which have a total value of $1 million or over shall be subject to a mandatory percent for art contribution of not less than 1% of the total value of the development. Such developments include but are not limited to, community facilities, childcare centres, libraries, community centres, local and district sporting fields and playgrounds.

- Council Program Budgets
  
  Public art and placemaking projects may also be funded through specific annual works program budgets e.g. Council’s Landscape Architectural Services may commission an artist to design street furniture or to be involved in the design of a public open space. Budgets for these projects do not come from percent for art but are allocated from specific Council annual works program budgets.

**External**

In a growing number of Australian cities and in other parts of the world percent for public art has become standard practice allocating a percentage of the total cost of a project to public art and placemaking works associated with that project or site. While not mandatory, the provisions are the basis for Council negotiation with private developers. The inclusion of public art in major private
developments is recognised by Council as a contributing factor towards the allowance of a development bonus in accordance with Council’s Urban Design Guidelines.

- **Section 94 Contributions Plans**
  A 1% for art contribution applies in Council’s Section 94 Plans for community facilities. S94 Plan No 1 (2001) applies 1% for public art to all capital works with a total value greater than $250,000 funded through this Plan and details the amounts allocated to public art per project in each relevant works schedule.

  It is desirable that public art for Council owned community facilities be integrated with and contribute to the functional design elements of the facility. All public art and placemaking works for Council owned community facilities will be undertaken in accordance with Council’s Public Art and Placemaking Policy and Guidelines for Implementation.

- **Development Control Plans for Major Private Developments**
  Public art provisions in Development Control Plans actively encourage a voluntary developer contribution for public art in all major applications for commercial and retail developments over $1 million dollars. The provisions encourage public art and placemaking elements that can be appreciated from the public domain such as open space areas, gateways and landmarks, streetscapes, children's play areas and sites of cultural, social, historical or aesthetic significance identified in Council’s Public Art Masterplan. Such artworks are to be undertaken in accordance with Council’s Public Art and Placemaking Policy and Guidelines for Implementation.

- **Sponsorship**
  From time to time Council may also seek sponsorship for the design, fabrication and installation of works of public art and placemaking.

4. **Range of Commission Types and Collaborative Methods**

To ensure that commissions to artists, craftspeople and designers reflect the range of professional contemporary visual arts and crafts and community cultural development practice it is intended that the following broad “spread” of commissions should be achieved while still meeting the specific requirements of the site and its urban design and place-making objectives.

- Commissions to professional artists, craftspeople and designers working within the Newcastle area
- Commissions, where appropriate, to professional artists, craftspeople and designers living outside the Newcastle region who have special demonstrated experience and skills, in creating works in public spaces
- Commissions to professional artists, craftspeople or designers which develop effective means of working with primary or high school students or students at Newcastle's art educational institutions
- Commissions to professional artists, craftspeople, and designers involving direct collaboration with Newcastle communities, cultural organisations or groups, or tradespeople (e.g. utilising -Newcastle industries for fabrication if feasible)
- Commissions which encourage, support and facilitate education and training opportunities for emerging artists, craftspeople or designers as artists in the public domain
- Commissions specifically for public art and placemaking projects of a temporary nature.
5. **Preliminary Identification & Assessment of Public Art and Placemaking Opportunities**

a) **Preliminary Identification**

Preliminary identification of public art and placemaking opportunities arises primarily through Council’s funding mechanisms including %for art, DCP’s or Section 94 Plans.

Opportunities may also be identified through:
- Landscape Architecture projects
- Formal public art planning meetings
- The Public Art Plan (Stage One)
- Community initiated projects
- Collaborative partnerships with the University of Newcastle or the Hunter Institute of Technology

Opportunities may be identified by a range of Council officers including:
- Cultural Development Coordinator
- Development Application Planners
- Landscape Architectural Services
- Section 94 Officer
- City Strategist Community Land
- Council Engineers
- Heritage Officer

b) **Preliminary Assessment**

When a public art opportunity is identified, relevant Council officers liaise with the Cultural Development Coordinator, who initiates preliminary discussions with relevant stakeholders to determine the appropriateness and feasibility of the proposal. Key factors to be taken into account in the preliminary assessment phase include consistency with the Public Art and Placemaking Policy, Council’s strategic directions and other relevant policies and plans as well as the proposal’s relationship with other relevant existing and proposed projects. The Cultural Development Coordinator identifies an adequate budget, ensures that the relevant approvals are in place and then presents the suggestions arising from that process to the PAAC for discussion and comment.

c) **Evidence of Budget Approval**

Prior to discussions with the PAAC concerning possible public art and placemaking projects an adequate budget shall be identified and approved by relevant Council officers and other stakeholders. Written evidence of budget approval status must be presented prior to the involvement of the PAAC in discussing any project. Public art and placemaking projects without adequate project budgets may not proceed to commissioning stage.

d) **Evidence of Statutory Authorities Approval Status**

Prior to briefings and discussions with the PAAC concerning possible public art and placemaking projects involving other statutory authorities the approval of these authorities, and or relevant approval conditions will be sought and presented to the PAAC in writing.

6. **The Public Art and Placemaking Register**

The Public Art and Placemaking Register is a listing of all artists interested in being considered for public art and placemaking commissions in Newcastle and is the primary resource for preliminary selection and assessment of artists suitable for particular commissions. The Register contains artists’ CV’s and supporting visual material such as slides and I or digital images of artists’ work.
The Register is maintained and promoted by the Cultural Development Coordinator and is updated every 12 months through a publicly advertised process. It is also promoted widely using a variety of media through arts and cultural organisations, arts educational institutions, private galleries, appropriate commercial outlets and community information facilities.

7. **Advertising Commissions**

Council acknowledges that the need for a transparent process for selecting artists to undertake public art and placemaking commissions must be balanced by the need for timely, cost effective and efficient project administration and a recruitment process that is appropriate to the scope, budget and significance of each project.

In this context the PAAC may, on an annual basis, select a project of significance that will be publicly advertised. The criteria for a designated project of significance are:

- Prominence of the site
- A site of regional, national or international consequence
- High public visibility
- Budgetary allocation
- Design themes and intent

For a project of significance artists will be invited to submit expressions of interest comprising a current CV and examples of recent work. In addition to advertising the Public Art Coordinator, the commissioner and other stakeholders will also select from the Public Art and Placemaking Register before reviewing all potential artists and making a recommendation to the PAAC.

8. **Public Art and Placemaking Project Implementation**

- Budget and statutory authorities identified and obtained
- Public Art Coordinator selected by Cultural Development Coordinator, commissioner, PAAC and other relevant stakeholders
- Public Art Coordinator writes the project brief with key stakeholders
- Brief presented to and accepted by PAAC
- Public Art Coordinator, Cultural Development Coordinator, commissioner and other stakeholders selects a range of artists for consideration by the PAAC from the Public Art and Placemaking Register
- A project of significance will be advertised locally and nationally. Artists who have submitted expressions of interest are considered by the PAAC in addition to a range of artists from the Public Art and Placemaking Register
- PAAC and the Public Art Coordinator view and consider the selected artists and shortlist approximately three
- Public Art Coordinator works with artists to formulate schematic designs, maquettes, a design intent, budget and timeline for the project
- Artists develop and submit schematic designs
- Public Art Coordinator presents the Schematic designs to PAAC and one artist is chosen for the commission
- Public Art Coordinator works with the artist to fabricate and install the artwork.
9. Community Initiated Public Art and Placemaking Proposals for Land Managed by Council

This section of the guidelines covers land that is owner or managed by Council under the Open Space Plans of Management or operational land were appropriate.

a) Community Initiated Proposals
Public art opportunities may also be identified and proposed to Council by community organisations or individuals who seek Council support or endorsement. Council acknowledges the community’s role in identifying and initiating public art and placemaking projects and will work consultatively with the community to ensure that proposals relate to the nature of the site, are in line with Council’s Public Art and Placemaking Policy and other relevant Council documents.

All proposals for public art and placemaking projects intended for Council managed land must be submitted to the PAAC. Proposals are to be submitted in writing using the guidelines and checklist in Council’s Public Art Proposal Guide. Prior to submitting the proposal to the PAAC, relevant Council officers may undertake preliminary consultation with key stakeholders to determine the appropriateness and feasibility of the proposal. The Cultural Development Coordinator will then present the proposal to the first available PAAC meeting for assessment and recommendation.

Preference will be given to proposals which contain detailed budgets and written confirmation of the availability of adequate sources of funding.

b) Donations of Existing Public Artworks
Projects undertaken through Council’s Public Art and Placemaking Program are designed to respond to the specific historic, cultural, environmental, social and aesthetic character and requirement of a particular site.

Council generally is unable to accept donations of existing public artworks such as sculptures that are not designed with reference to the specific site for which they are intended. All offers of donations of public art for Council managed land must be submitted in writing to the PAAC for assessment and recommendation using the guidelines and checklist in Council’s Public Art Proposal Guide.

Prior to submitting the proposal to the PAAC, relevant Council officers may undertake preliminary consultation with key stakeholders to determine the appropriateness and feasibility of the proposal. The Cultural Development Coordinator will then present the proposal to the first available PAAC meeting for assessment and recommendation. Proposals that are unable to meet relevant Council guidelines may not be able to be considered.

c) Other Proposals
Other proposals for public art and projects not covered by these guidelines will be considered on a case-by-case basis in placemaking accordance with the intent of the Public Art and Placemaking Policy and Guidelines.

10. Memorial Plaques

Council frequently receives requests from individuals and community groups to install memorials plaques on land owned and/or managed by Council. Currently requests are treated on a case by case basis.

The Public Art and Placemaking Program provides an opportunity to initiate a scheme through which memorial plaques could be placed on pieces of furniture such as park seating paid for by the applicant and designed and made by artists, craftspeople or designers.
Commissions will be implemented to produce suites or pieces of furniture such as park seating for nominated public open space areas that reflect the character or theme of that specific area. A small memorial plaque can will then be placed on these park seats.

The cost to the applicant for donating the seat would be in the order of $800 - $1500. This will have the benefit of acknowledging the significant association of a person with a particular place, would provide a community facility at no cost to Council and will decrease the effects of potentially inappropriate and poorly sited acknowledgement.

11. Commissioning Phases

All design/fabrication commissions to artists, craftspeople and designers consist of three commissioning phases each of which are covered by a separate contract as follows:

a) Schematic Design – Design Agreement
b) Design Development – Design Development Agreement
c) Fabrication/Installation – Commission Agreement covering the fabrication, installation of the work.

Where required the Commission Agreement will be supplemented by a "Fabrication Agreement" when the fabrication of the work is performed by others under the quality control of the artist, craftsman or designer.

The purpose of three separate contracts for these phases is to clearly indicate that each contract represents a discrete phase, with full payment provided to the artist for work completed within that phase. At the time of submission and evaluation of the artist's work completed under each phase, Council, upon the Public Art Advisory Committee's recommendation, is obliged to pay for the work successfully completed according to the contract for the specified fee.

12. Determination of Artists' Fees

Council accepts that part of its Public Art and Placemaking Policy is support for professional rates of pay for artists, craftspeople and designers.

Council also acknowledges that it is difficult to define pay rates for visual artists and craft practitioners who are often self-employed or contractors and not covered by legally enforceable pay scales or minimum rates of pay. It is therefore Council's responsibility, through Council officers, Public Art Coordinators and the PAAC, to assess proposals for commissions to ensure that budgets are adequate to cover professional pay rates for artists, which take into account the costs of materials, overheads, transport, insurance and other required expenses in the production of the work.

It should also be noted that during the Design Development and Fabrication phases of commissions, the rates of pay for these phases are agreed on the basis of detailed budgets to be prepared by the artist in consultation with the Public Art Coordinator as part of the schematic design phase. They should include allocations for the artist's salary, workshop costs and overheads, insurances, etc.

Fees to commissioned artists, craftspeople and designers shall be determined by the PAAC in consultation with the Public Art Coordinator on a project by project basis with reference to the National Association for the Visual Arts (NAVA) - Code of Practice for the Visual Arts and Crafts sector (Fees and Wages), taking into account the complexity of the project, the experience and skill of the artist.
NAVA defines a public artist as “those who create, produce and install public artwork for councils, governments, public sector agencies and the private sector, become involved in the design process and who offer services advice and expertise as consultants on public projects or private ones in the public context. The work often involves undertaking research on the site and formulating design concepts which integrate the brief of the commissioning organisation or individual with legal codes, technical requirements and the environmental, cultural and historical character of the site.”

The Code contains a schedule of indicative rates (see table below) for public artists’, which have been developed from random samples of practicing architects, the comparator group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Artist</th>
<th>Hourly Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level One</td>
<td>$30 per hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry level self employed Public Artist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level Two</td>
<td>$67 per hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experienced self-employed / consultant Public Artist practitioner with 3-5years plus experience.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level Three</td>
<td>$125 per hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior very experienced self-employed / consultant practitioner with above average skills, experience and responsibilities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13. **Public Art Coordinator**

Council’s public art commissioning process relies on a skilled and experienced Public Art Coordinator. The key function of the Public Art Coordinator is to ensure the Public Art and Placemaking Program results in high quality works of contemporary art and craft in the public domain.

a) **Public Art Coordinator’s roles and responsibilities**
- Assist the PAAC to identify and assess public art opportunities
- Develop and write project briefs in collaboration with key stakeholders
- Participate in the selection process for and assess and identify appropriate artists
- Support artists during schematic design and commission phases
- Present designs to clients, stakeholders and relevant Committees
- Evaluate the quality and suitability of the artists working processes and skill
- Prepare and administer the contracts and briefs for the schematic design and commission and if required for the fabrication phase
- Oversee the fabrication and installation phase.

b) **Public Art Coordinator – Skills & Experience**
- Strong oral and written skills in articulating creative ideas
- Interpersonal, negotiation and conflict resolution skills
- Ability to write a design brief that articulates the creative vision and practical details for the design of a public artwork
- Extensive professional experience in the visual arts industry
- Experience and competent knowledge in designing and fabricating art for the public domain
- Ability to understand a number of aesthetics and design approaches in the landscape such as scale, colour, materials and form
- Competent knowledge of art making, mainly sculptural materials and processes
- Competent ability to understand landscape, architectural and engineering drawings and design principles
- Competent knowledge and skills to manage people, budgets and timelines
• Competent knowledge in writing contracts and agreements and adapting them to specific circumstances
• Induction Certificate by Regional Councils OH&S Induction Program for Contractors and Workers.

c) Selection of Public Art Coordinator
The Public Art Coordinator for each project will be selected by the Cultural Development Coordinator in consultation with the PAAC from a Council Preferred Suppliers Register (PSR). For a Coordination fee of up to $5000 the Cultural Development Coordinator in consultation with the PAAC and commissioner will select the most suitable supplier from the PSR. For a Coordination fee over $5000 all suppliers on the PSR will be given the opportunity to tender for the project and the successful applicant selected by the by the Cultural Development Coordinator in consultation with the PAAC and commissioner.

14. Council Officer’s Roles

a) The “Commissioner”
Under the Guidelines the ‘commissioner’ is generally a Council Officer who is responsible for project administration, cost control and programming of projects within the annual works program for that particular Council division. Council’s Cultural Development Coordinator is generally the commissioner for public artworks funded through Council’s percent for art and/or Section 94 funds. For projects funded through Council’s DCP provisions the commissioner is usually the developer or architect. Council’s Landscape Architect is generally the commissioner of public artworks identified within and funded through Landscape Architectural Services annual works program.

b) Cultural Development Coordinator’s Role and Responsibilities
The process of commissioning and installing high quality public artworks is highly complex, is never standard from one commission to the next, and has many points at which elements can “go wrong” if all factors are not carefully monitored and coordinated into a single effort with intense quality control and project management skills.

Council accepts that a concentration of responsibility within a specific Department with a designated staff member is required, rather than a dispersal over several Departments or sub-groups. This coordination can achieve a cohesive, responsible, and cost-effective public art process with a clear reporting structure and line of responsibility. This strategy is also required if the consultancy fees for the Public Art Coordinator(s) are to be contained, maximising their effectiveness for Council.

The Community Development Group (Cultural Development) is designated to perform the administrative role on behalf of Council for its Public Art and Placemaking Program, which involves:
• Managing the Public Art Advisory Committee
• Managing the Public Art Coordinator’s work program
• Integrating the Public Art and Placemaking Program with Council’s core urban, economic and social planning documents
• Adopting the role of ‘commissioner’ where appropriate for public art and placemaking projects
• Managing, implementing and reviewing Council’s Public Art and Placemaking Policy and Guidelines
• Consulting with relevant Council officers and Councillors who have consultative or decision-making roles in relation to Council’s Public Art and Placemaking Program or projects
• Promoting Council’s Public Art and Placemaking Program including publications
• Maintaining and promoting the Public Art and Placemaking Register
• Securing, monitoring, and maintaining project budgets and administration of payments of fees to contractors.
b) **Landscape Architect’s Role and Responsibilities**

In conjunction with Council’s Cultural Development Coordinator the Landscape Architect is responsible for: briefing and/or advising PAAC about:

- Open space and streetscape objectives and context for new public artworks
- Site planning that includes the public artwork in the public setting
- Design of associated landscape and/or streetscape improvements
- Background and advice on vandalism issues, risk and asset management issues
- Artist’s brief and work program
- Artist’s selection in conjunction with the Public Art Coordinator and Cultural Development Coordinator
- Design development in conjunction with the Public Art Coordinator.

The Landscape Architect may also adopt the role of commissioner where a project is funded through his/her annual works program.

c) **Newcastle Regional Art Gallery’s Role and Responsibilities**

The Newcastle Regional Art Gallery plays a pivotal role in the cultural development of the City especially in the domain of visual arts and crafts. It can generate important synergies between the PAAC and the community by adding value to projects through:

- Public art and placemaking project exhibitions
- Artists in-residence programs
- Public programs such as educational workshops, educational briefings
- Interpretive strategies.

15. **Ownership, Copyright, and Artists’ Moral Rights**

a) **Ownership**

At the submission of schematic design and design development works, the Council owns “the design” and “the developed design” only after the artist has received payment for that phase. “The design” and “the developed design” refer only to the physical submission for each of those stages of work, i.e. the actual maquette, model, design drawings, etc., and not the copyright to the design, which is owned by the artist as discussed below.

Upon fabrication and installation Council owns the completed work of art only after the artist and/or fabricator has received final payment for the work. Copyright is retained by the artist.

b) **Copyright**

The *Copyright Act (1968)* protects artistic work including drawings, paintings, sculptures and works of artistic craftsmanship. Generally, the first owner of copyright is the artist. An original work is automatically protected as soon as it is created and copyright does not have to be registered.

The artist retains copyright through all commission phases, including when it becomes the property of the Council. In retaining copyright, the artist agrees not to reproduce the work in a similar form and at a similar scale without first obtaining Council’s written consent.

Although the artist owns copyright he or she agrees to license Council to exhibit the design and/or reproduce an image of the public artwork in any Council publications for the purposes of promoting Newcastle’s Public Art and Placemaking Program or other Council initiatives.

Should Council wish to publish or reproduce the design in any other publications or to use it in any other manner (e.g. reproduce an image of the work on T-shirts or as a silkscreen on bus shelters), the Council must seek the artist’s written consent and, if granted, pay an appropriate fee.
The terms and conditions under which this license is issued and operates are set out in a standard contract for NCC public art and placemaking projects which addresses copyright rights.

c) Moral Rights
Moral rights are the personal rights of the creators of artistic works, to claim authorship and have their work protected from mutilation, distortion or any alteration which would be prejudicial to their reputation. The Copyright Amendment (Moral Rights) Act 2000 legislation came into effect in Australia in December 2000. The Act provides that moral rights continue in force until copyright ceases - life of the creator plus 50 years.

The Public Art and Placemaking Guidelines uphold artists’ moral rights in a standard Council contract which covers the following moral rights:

- **Right of attribution of authorship** – the right of the creator of a work to be identified as such whenever the work or an image of the work is used, including reproductions. The creator must be identified in accordance with their wishes, or if these wishes are not known, in a form that is “reasonable”. The identification must be “clear and reasonably prominent”.

  Under Council’s Guidelines and detailed in the relevant contract, a notice including the name of the artist will be clearly and prominently displayed in the vicinity of the installed public artwork and where the artist’s work or photographic reproduction of the work is exhibited or published in any Council publication, or where any promotional material including media release is produced about the work, Council will name the artist as the creator of the work.

- **Right not to have the work falsely attributed** – the artist’s right not to have the work attributed to someone other than the creator.

- **Right of integrity of authorship of a work** – the artist’s / creator’s right not to have the work subjected to “derogatory treatment”. This would involve doing anything to the work that would be “prejudicial to the author’s honour or reputation”, including mutilating, distorting or other modification of a work. In the case of a change in or relocation, demolition or destruction of a building that a public artwork is affixed to or forms part of (under the Act, building is defined to include a structure of any kind) or in the case of removal or relocation of a site specific movable artistic work Council, as the building owner and / or remover of the work must make reasonable enquiries to identify and locate the creator or their representative. If these enquiries are successful Council must give the creator or representative notice of the proposed action and the creator (or rep) has 3 weeks to ask for access to the artistic work in the building. Finally, if requested by the creator (or rep) within 3 weeks from the date of notice, Council must then give them 3 weeks from the request to have the access.

16. Removal or Relocation of a Work

Council agrees that if the Public Art and Placemaking Policy and Guidelines are adhered to there should be few instances where Council determines that a site-specific commissioned work of art should be removed or relocated.

Under no conditions should removal and / or relocation occur due to the aesthetic preferences of Council officers or elected representatives. Once site-specific works of art have been placed in a public context with the intent of display for a significant time, the community develops a sense of ownership of the work which needs to be respected in any subsequent proposals for removal.
Acceptable reasons for removal of the work from its designated site would be:

- The relocation, demolition or destruction of a building that a public artwork is affixed to
- The work's unavoidable physical deterioration or vandalism damage beyond what reasonable rectification costs for Council could provide
- Major change in function of the public space approved by Council, sufficient to change the nature of the "place" and the work's intended place-making role (e.g. the change from a pedestrian-only plaza into a road)
- Formal petition by the artist that the character and/or function of the area for which the work was created has changed, to the severe detriment of the work of art and its public art purpose (e.g. a small-scale work created for a "vest-pocket" park in a residential area evolves into an industrial estate in which the vest-pocket park becomes a traffic island in the midst of heavy industrial vehicles).

The procedures for and conditions under which an artist's approval can be given for the removal and relocation of a public artwork are specified in a standard Council public art and placemaking project contract.

17. Council’s Responsibility for Maintenance of Public Art

In commissioning public artworks, Council accepts the inherent responsibility to maintain the work of art and its surroundings in a manner which:

- Is consistent with the design intent of the work
- Does not significantly inhibit or alter the intended perception of the work
- Is in accord with the instructions contained in artist's maintenance manual for the work, whose annual requirements will have been assessed and approved prior to the work's fabrication as being appropriate and within Council's financial and human resources.

Council also accepts that making provision for proper upkeep, maintenance, and minimisation of vandalism includes the requirement for forward identification and cost planning of the progressively increasing annual cost of public art maintenance as the number of commissioned works grows.

This requirement shall be fulfilled through the PAAC preparing a Three-Year Plan identifying the annual and projected future costs of cleaning and refurbishment of each work of public art and its immediate surroundings.

Council recognises that one means of continuing to commission artists for works of art in public places without escalating annual costs for maintenance and vandalism prevention is the commissioning of work with guaranteed de-accessioning after a specific time period, usually five years or ten years. This guarantee, known from the outset of the commissioning process, allows the artist to use less durable materials, often thereby lowering commission budgets, and removes the onus of long-term conservation and preservation of structural integrity of works.

Council agrees to experiment where appropriate with this method, which also potentially provides more work for contemporary artists by increasing the frequency with which commissions are given for important public spaces in the city.
18. **Education & Training Opportunities**

Council acknowledges the value of its Public Art and Placemaking Program as a unique educational resource and will seek ways to maximise the education, training and professional development opportunities presented by each public art project. All public art commissions including those to professional artists, craftspeople, and designers living outside the Newcastle area will be planned and implemented where possible with education and training components to transfer skills and experience to the Newcastle community and particularly emerging artists. An educational component of a public art project could include seminars and presentations at Newcastle’s arts educational institutions, artists’ floor talks or skills workshops. The education and training component of public art projects will be developed and implemented in consultation with Newcastle Regional Art Gallery and Newcastle’s arts educational institutions.

The Program will also seek to provide opportunities where possible for “on the job training” by engaging a Newcastle emerging artist or student as a paid or volunteer project assistant during some portion of the commission. These opportunities will be negotiated with the commissioned artist on a project by project basis and could be advertised through Newcastle’s arts educational institutions.

The Program will also endeavour where feasible to ensure that the commissioning process includes opportunities for emerging artists to submit schematic designs and that emerging artists are represented in the spread of commission types across the Program.